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This paper deals with the suggested installation, of the :

“unbalanced’ 8-cylinder We - engine (e.g. Bz 111 b, Kg HI, D

111 b), in that a flexible mountingbe used instead of bolting

the engine rigidly to the airplane structure ; the idea being

that the flexibl-emounting would be so adapted that the vibra-

tions due to inertia effects would, as it weze, “damp themselves

out.11 In order to be

of this proposal> it is

of the forces which are

in an airplane engine.

able to judge of the practical feasibility

first necessary to possess a cleaz idea

set up and the movements which take place

Vibrations due

themselves when the

for convenience, is

purely to inertia effects, only manifest

engine is driven by an electric motor (which

coupled to the engine instead of the airscrew)

the engine being suspended on long elastic cords and”operating

without compression. In this case, with a four-cylinder engine

we would have free oscillation of the entire engine, the period

of vibration being at the rate.of twice tfi,espeed~of revolution of

‘From Technische Berichte, Vol. III, Part 6, PP. 205-7. (Paper read
before the Conference of Airplane Designers at .Adlershof,
August 23, 1918).
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of the .,engine,the oscillations being parallel tc the plane

massing thzough the axes of.the cylinders. In the case of an

8-cylinder engine (Vee t~e), consisting of two four-cylinder

engines with tinecylinders set at an angle of 90°~ these

oscillations combine to produce horizontal transverse oscil~a-

ti.ens,since the vertical components of the vibrations, due to the

two separate sets of cylindezs, neutralize one another. If

the amplitude of the movement of the crankcase is ascertained,

it will be found that, for example, in the Hispano-Suiza engine,

at a speedd.of2000 R.P.M., there are 4000 transverse vibrations

per minute with a displacement of only 0.25 mm.(.01 in.) while,

in the BZ 111 b engine, there is a displacement of about 0.3 mm.

(tiO12in.). These small oscilhtions can be absorbed without

difficulty by the employment of weak springs or similar con-

trivances, so that hardly any effect of the transverse vibra-

tions,.due to the inertia of the reciprocating parts, is imparted

to the airplane; while at the same time the propeller thrust

and torque are entirely taken up. 1% is, therefore, only

necessary to preclude any possibility of resonance due to these

transverse vibrations within the range of the engine

with in operation~”’say 300 to 2000 RZP.M. For this

is sufficient, if the ,transversevibr~tions are kept

speed met

purpose it

below 300

per minute, which can be easily accomplished by suspending the

engine freely “by means of straps several centimetres in length.

A certain amount of transverse damping, which could be obtained
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by the use of felt packing or by employing frictional devices,

would still be required, owing to the vibrations that would be

produced in a bank.

In this case, we have to rec’kcnnot only with variable

transverse forces, but also with the bodily movement of the

entire engine, when so mounted, on account of the variation in

the gyroscopic effect of the two-bladed propeller when the air-

plane is banking. This latter action is similar to that of —

a weight mounted eccent~ically on the crankshaft and rotating at

twice the engine speed, the effects produced by it becoming

more marked as the sharpness of the bank increases. Only

propellers with more than two blades may be regarded as reason-

ably free from the effects of such vibrations in banks-

The pitching or ~:see-saw~!movement of a badly balanced

6-cyIinder engine can also be easily calculated. The Engine

Testing Department tested a 6-cylinder Bz IV engine, which had

its three forward pistons made of aluminum, and the three rear

pistons of cast iron, each of the former weighing 2.65 kg.

$5.84 lB.), and each of the latter 3.62 kg. (7.98 lb.). Tests

on & Spring-supaorted test-bench revealed no difference in the

amount of vibration; as compared with a normal engine, the

A. 8-cylinder Vee type, also showed no variation from other balanced

types. (lalcu~ationshows that the pitching movement, at a dis-
.-
tance of 500 mm. (19.7 in.) from the center of gravity of the

Bz IV engine, with cast iron and aluminum pistons arranged as

\

-.
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above> the engine being run freely ~spended, was only 0.5 mm.

(0.02 in.]. This small mevement could also be easily taken up .

by a suitable light spring device. However, with this form Of

pendulum 02 spring mounting, the pilot would be cognizant of the

fact that there are other factors, besides inertia, that may

give rise to forces which operate detrimentally upon the airplane,

Bin.ce the effect of irregular cylinder pressure and the torque _.
.

variation in the engine can produce much greater and more ob-

jectionable results than the effects of inertia alone.

This fact can be observed, at any time, on testing-stands

fitted with spring suspension for the engine, as for example,

those at Adlershof. There, the engine can be seen to Be undez

strong vibratory action and the vibrations may be felt on the

bench, particularly at low revolution speeds, when the effect

of misfires and preignition is very marked. Inngeneral, each

Iate or premature ignition, each irregularity in the functioning

of the two caxbureters of a 6-cylinder engine, in the timing of the

valves and the ignition in the individual cylinders, and in the

distribution of the mixture, is shown by the irregularity in the

running of the

case, and that

the moments of

rotation. If

engine. The torsional oscillations of the crank-

of the crankshaft are inversely proportional to

inertia of these parts about their axis of

the crankcase is not rigidly attached to the air-

plane, its moment of inertia is only about ten times that of the

crankshaft, including the propeller. If then, the anmunt of.- ..

the relative movement of the crankshaft is 3-6° with a fluctuation
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in speed of & = & , the angular mvement of the crankcase is

approximately 0.36°, corresponding to a displacement of over

3 mm. (.12 in.) at a distance of 50 cm. (19.7 in.) from the axis

of the crankshaft. As to be expected, misfires are productive

of marked vibrations in the crankcase, when mounted on a spring

test-bench, as well as on an airplane, and the effects of ir-

regular engine speed can only be obviated by increasing the

number of cylinders, since the

undesirable.

The employment of a spzing

employment of flywheels, is

1

nm.nting ~ould undoubtedly

reddueethe torsional oscillation of the ‘engineto a certain

extent, and prevent it from extending to the structure of the

airplane.-”In that event, the normal engine vibrations would

reach their

flue&e of

to minimize

detrimental

maximum magnitude and the valuable steadying in-

the inertia of the fuselage could not be utilized

their effects. This arrangement would also be

to the piping and other connections between the

engine and the airplane.

Lastly, it should be borne in mind that the principal

troubles in airplanes occur,:primarily, in connection with

resonance of the the individual parts. These parts may, howe-

ver, still oscillate together without detrimental effects

when the amplitude of the motion is sufficiently diminished by

the use of springs. The prime necessity, therefore, is to

preclude all possibility of resonance, within the range of the
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normal R.P.M. of the propeller, by tileadoptim of

methods of stiffening, strengthening or lightening

structure. This shouldbe the first consideration

new types.

appropriate

of the —

in designing

To summarize, it may be said that a flexible ccmneotion

between the engine and the airplane is probably possible, that

this diminishes, primarily, the vibrations due to inertia, and,

to a lesser

ationg 1%

possibility

degree, those due to the influence of torque vari-

is, however, far-moze important to eliminate all

of resonance in the ai+yclane. 1% may, also, be

added that the engine vibrates more when freel~ suspended than

when rigidly mounted, this vibration having a detrimental effeot

on all connections between t~~?enotineand the airplane. There-

fore, i..view of the relatively insignificant advantages which

may be derived from the elastic ::suspension of the engine, the

presetit rigid mounti~ is to tiepreferred.

improved by incorporating in the fuselage as

airplane parts as possible.

~is can only lye

many of the rigid


